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Abstract. We developed an ”augmented violin”, i.e. an acoustic instrument with added gesture capture capabilities to control electronic
processes. We report here gesture analysis we performed on three diﬀerent bow strokes, Détaché, Martelé and Spiccato, using this augmented
violin. Diﬀerent features based on velocity and acceleration were considered. A linear discriminant analysis has been performed to estimate
a minimum number of pertinent features necessary to model these bow
stroke classes. We found that the maximum and minimum accelerations
of a given stroke were eﬃcient to parameterize the diﬀerent bow stroke
types, as well as diﬀerences in dynamics playing. Recognition rates were
estimated using a kNN method with various training sets. We ﬁnally
discuss that bow stroke recognition allows to relate the gesture data to
music notation, while a bow stroke continuous parameterization can be
related to continuous sound characteristics.
Keywords: Music, Gesture Analysis, Bow Strokes, Violin, Augmented
Instruments.

1

Introduction

There is an increasing interest in using gestural interfaces to control digital audio processes. Despite numerous recent achievements ([12]), important ground
work on gesture analysis is still necessary for the improvement of such interfaces.
We are currently developing various ”augmented instruments”, i.e. acoustic instruments with added gesture capture capabilities. Such an approach remains
remarkably fruitful for the study of gesture in music. As a matter of fact, the
use of acoustic instruments in this context allows to apprehend instrumental
gesture in a a priori deﬁned framework, linked to both a symbolic level, the
music notation, and a signal level, the acoustic instrument sound.
One of our current project concerns an ”augmented violin”, similar to the
one developed by D. Young [13]. On a fundamental level, our goal is to build
a model of the player’s gestures reﬂecting his/her expressive intentions related
to violin playing techniques. Speciﬁcally, our aims are to establish the relationships between the captured data, bowing styles and sound characteristics. This
includes the study, on a gestural level, of the variations that occur between different interpretations of a single player or between players. These studies will
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lead us to the development of real-time analysis tools, enabling an interpretation feedback, which includes gesture recognition, and gesture following, i.e. the
possibility to track a performance with respect to a predeﬁned reference. We believe that both approaches are key to develop novel types of interaction between
instrumentalists and computers.
We report in this paper the study of three violin bow strokes (Détaché, Martelé and Spiccato) and the evaluation of their possible recognition. The article
is organized as follows. We ﬁrst present a review of similar works. In section 3,
we present the capture system implemented on the violin. In sections 4 and 5,
we show results on the parameterization and recognition of bow stroke types.
Finally, we conclude in sections 6 and 7 by a discussion of these results and their
implications on future work.

2

Related Works

Our concept of ”augmented instruments” is similar to the Hyperinstruments
developed by T. Machover and collaborators. The idea is to use a traditional
instrument and to extend its capabilities by digital means. For example, the
HyperCello [7] created in 1991 was conceived as an acoustic cello with added
measurements of wrist movement, bow pressure and position, and left hand
ﬁngering. More recently, D. Young extended the HyperCello to the violin with
the HyperBow [13], [14].
Several other interfaces have been developed based on string instruments for
artistic purposes ([6], [4], [11], and [9]). All of these works generally used the
sensor signals to directly control sound treatment parameters, such as ﬁlters
[11] or physical model synthesis [14]. B. Schoner [10] adopted a probabilistic
approach to infer, in real time, cello sounds from the gesture input given by the
HyperCello.
Very few works actually report an analysis of the signals, specifying the relationships between the data and the instrumentist’s performance. Among them,
C. Peiper et al. [8] used decision tree techniques to classify violin bow strokes
based on motion tracking. We here pursue the approach of analyzing diﬀerent
types of bow strokes, and in particular we propose to estimate invariance and
variability of the measured signals.

3

Hardware Design

Hardware developments were designed with the following constraints: compatibility with an acoustic violin, no signiﬁcant alteration of the instrument, wireless communication, relatively inexpensive. The prototype we built and used
in this study is shown on ﬁgure 1. Two types of gesture data are measured,
using technology similar to the one described in [13]: bow position and bow
accelerations.
First, the sensing system can measure the bow-strings contact position along
two directions: between tip and frog, between bridge and ﬁnger-board. This
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position is measured via capacity coupling between a resistive tape ﬁxed along
the bow and an antenna behind the bridge.
Second, acceleration is sensed thanks to two Analog Device ADXL202 placed
at the bow frog. Note that such sensors are sensitive to both gravity, hence
inclination, and movement acceleration (generally referred as static and dynamic
accelerations). The two accelerometers are ﬁxed to the bow nut in such a way that
acceleration is measured in three dimensions: bowing direction, string direction
and vertical direction.
The position data, obtained from the antenna behind the bridge, is digitized
in 16 bits with a sensor acquisition system developed at IRCAM, Ethersense [3].
The acceleration data are sent wirelessly to a RF receiver also connected to the
sensor acquisition system. The acceleration dynamic range has been measured
to be of 65 dB. All the data are transmitted to Max/MSP through an ethernet
connection using the Open Sound Control protocol, at a data rate of 200 Hz. The
surplus weight added by the sensing system is actually 15 grams, mainly located
at the frog. Although perceptively heavier, the bow is still playable according
to professional violinists. A smaller and slightly lighter prototype is currently
under development.

(a). Augmented violin bow

(b). Antenna behind the bridge for
position measurements.

(c). The sensing system placed on the
bow frog.

Fig. 1. Pictures of the augmented violin prototype

4

Gesture Analysis

We studied three standard types of bow strokes (Détaché, Martelé and Spiccato),
by focusing the analysis on accelerometer signals in the bowing direction, which
contain the essential information.
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4.1

Violin Bow Strokes

Here is a brief description of these bow strokes according to [2].
In Détaché, the bow linearly goes from tip to frog and inversely from frog to
tip. This linear movement must be adapted to the various dynamics. The bow
can be used entirely or in fractions.
Martelé requires a violent gesture. The whole arm must be rapid and vigorous:
a very sharp, almost percussive attack must be obtained at each extremity of
the bow.
Spiccato uses the phalanges suppleness so that the bow can leave the string
after each notes. It results in a light and precise sound.
4.2

Data Acquisition
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We built a database from recordings of professional and amateur violinists performing scales in the three bow strokes Détaché, Martelé and Spiccato, at two
tempi, 60 bpm and 120 bpm, and three dynamics, pianissimo (pp), mezzo forte
(mf ), fortissimo (ﬀ ).
In order to free the accelerometer signals from angle contributions, we asked
the violinists to perform scales on one string at a time and recorded scales
on every strings. This way, angle contribution is a constant oﬀset and can be
subtracted.
We chose in this study to consider individual strokes. We therefore segmented
the recorded gesture data using a peak detection algorithm on the acceleration
signals. The gesture database is hence constituted of executions of separate notes,
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(c). Spiccato.

Fig. 2. Acceleration and velocity curves for a single note played in the three styles
Détaché, Martelé and Spiccato. Dynamic is mf and tempo 60 bpm.
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played in three diﬀerent styles, at three dynamics, two tempi, by two diﬀerent
players.
Figure 2 shows an example of data for the three types of bow strokes mf
and at 60 bpm. We can see that in Détaché, bow velocity remains relatively
constant after the attack, unlike Martelé and Spiccato, where the bow must be
slowed down. Martelé has typically higher absolute acceleration values compared
to Spiccato. Martelé indeed requires more velocity as it is generally performed
using a greater length of bow, compared to Spiccato, in order to achieve its
typical percussive attack.
4.3

Gesture Features

Four parameters are derived from the acceleration and velocity curves to
model the bow strokes: amax , amin , vmax and vmin (ﬁrst local minimum after
vmax ), as illustrated on ﬁgure 3. Bow velocity is computed from the integration of accelerometers signals. These features correspond to a basic parameterization of the velocity curve shape. They can be computed with suﬃcient
precision and without assuming any model for the velocity shape. They allow
for the representation of Détaché, Martelé and Spiccato within a four dimensional space.
4
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(b). Features on the Velocity Curve.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the four features amax , amin , vmax and vmin (ﬁrst local minimum
after vmax ) on Martelé acceleration and velocity curves

4.4

Gesture Space

We used Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), which maximizes separation between classes, to estimate the dimensionality of the parameterization. LDA on
the gesture database, considering three bow strokes classes, indicates that the
class scatter matrix only has two signiﬁcant eigen values. Therefore, the gesture data can be clustered in a bidimensional space, with maximum in-between
classes distance.
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Fig. 4. Bow Strokes Feature Space (Player Detail). Each point corresponds to a single
bow stroke. Fig (a) and (b) show the feature space for each player, at a same dynamic
(mf ) and tempo (60 bpm). Legend is Détaché = ∇, Martelé = ∗, and Spiccato = .

We actually found that amax and amin , having major contributions in the
eigen vectors, are the two most consistent parameters to model bow strokes, as
illustrated in ﬁgures 4 and 5. As shown on ﬁgures 4(a) and 4(b), for a given dynamic, each bow stroke type forms a separate cluster. Moreover, the disposition
of these clusters is similar for both players.
Figure 5(a) illustrates the case where diﬀerent dynamics are considered. The
basic clustering structure remains even if overlap occurs. Nevertheless, for each
bow stroke types, sub-structure clustering can be observed as detailed in ﬁgures
5(b), 5(c) and 5(d). Precisely, each cluster is composed of three sub-clusters, one
for each dynamic variations (pp, mf, ﬀ ). Fortissimo always corresponds to the
highest amax and amin values.

5

Gesture Recognition

We further evaluate the ability of recognizing bow stroke using kNN with amax
and amin .Three diﬀerent test scenarios were chosen.
First, we deﬁned three classes, corresponding to the three types of bow strokes.
The whole database, i.e. mixing two players, three dynamics and two tempi, is
Table 1. kNN recognition results (Test scenario 1). Database is mixing 2 players, 3
nuances and 2 tempi. Three classes considered.
Test\Ref Détaché Martelé Spiccato
Détaché 96.7% 1.3%
2.0%
Martelé 1.0% 85.8% 13.2%
Spiccato 6.0%
5.0% 89.0%
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Fig. 5. Bow Strokes Feature Space (Dynamic Detail). Each point corresponds to a
single bow stroke. Fig (a) plots all the features points for one player, at one tempo and
at three dynamics. The three bow strokes appear in clusters. Fig (b), (c) and (d) show
the detail for each bow stroke cluster: three sub-clusters corresponding to the three
dynamics can be seen.

randomly divided into two parts (one-fourth and three-fourths). The quarter
of the database, i.e. 320 points, serves as a reference and the remaining three
quarter, i.e 1000 points, is used to evaluate the recognition rate. For each test
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point, vote is done according to the most represented type of bow stroke in
the 10 nearest neighbors. Table 1 shows the recognition percentage for this ﬁrst
setup.
In the second scenario, we considered the same three classes but cross-tested
the players data: one served as reference for the other. The results are reported
in table 2.
Table 2. kNN recognition results (Test scenario 2). Database is mixing 1 player (Pl1 ),
1 nuance (mf ) and 1 tempo (60bpm). Test points from other player (Pl2 ), same nuance
and tempo. Three classes considered.
Ref
Pl1
Test \
Det
Mar
Spi
Det 100.0% 0.0%
0.0%
Pl2 Mar 0.0% 100.0% 0.0%
Spi 6.3%
25.0% 68.7%

In the third scenario, we considered each variation of dynamics as a separate
class. Thus, nine reference classes, i.e. three types of bow strokes times three
nuances for a single player, are tested. This time, two-thirds of the database are
used as a reference where each of the nine classes is represented. Table 3 shows
the recognition results. For each line, ﬁrst column is the class of the tested
points and the other columns give the percentages of recognition for the nine
classes.
Table 3. kNN recognition results (Test scenario 3). Database is mixing 1 player (Pl1 ),
3 nuances, 1 tempo (60bpm). Nine classes considered (3 bow strokes x 3 nuances).
Ref
pp
Test \
Det
Mar
Det 100.0 % 0.0 %
pp Mar 0.0 % 78.6 %
Spi 23.1 % 0.0 %
Det 0.0 % 9.5 %
mf Mar 0.0 %
0.0 %
Spi 0.0 % 35.3 %
Det 0.0 %
0.0 %
ﬀ Mar 0.0 %
0.0 %
Spi 0.0 %
0.0 %

6

Spi
0.0 %
0.0 %
76.9 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

Det
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
90.5 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
6.7 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

mf
Mar
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
95.8 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
85.7 %
0.0%

Spi
0.0 %
7.1 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
64.7 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
49.9 %

Det
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
4.2 %
0.0 %
93.3 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

ﬀ
Mar
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
14.3 %
0.0 %

Spi
0.0 %
14.3%
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0%
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0%
50.1%

Discussion

For recognition, three test scenarios were elaborated. The ﬁrst two scenarios
yields high recognition rates. This shows that the three bow strokes are eﬃciently
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characterized by the features (amin , amax ), even mixing data of two players,
diﬀerent dynamics and tempi, and with a relatively low number of reference
data, i.e. one-fourth of the data. Moreover, the cross-player test done in the
second scenario conﬁrms the features invariance properties. In this well deﬁned
playing situation (scales), our results thus show that the chosen features can be
directly related to a music notation level.
In the third scenario, the recognition performances are reduced in some cases.
Even with a high proportion of data as reference (two-thirds), confusions occur
for example between Spiccato mf and Martelé pp. However, such confusions are
informative as they illustrate actual similarities in bow stroke gestures, when
mixing diﬀerent dynamics. Precisely, from our results, the following diﬀerent
classes, Spiccato mf, Martelé pp and Détaché mf, share similar features, which
was actually found to be consistent from the viewpoints of violinists. This shows
the limits of recognition approaches since frontiers between classes are not always
well deﬁned perceptively.
Furthermore, points that are close in the gesture feature space (ﬁgure 5(a))
share similar sound characteristics, e.g. Martelé pp, Détaché mf and Spiccato ﬀ.
Consequently, it is perceptually more coherent to characterize bow strokes with
a continuous parameterization, using for example amax and amin : such parameters can indeed be related to continuous sound characteristics and/or perceptual
features of the listener. It is important to note that a continuous parameterization enables both the recognition of bowing styles and the characterization of
hybrid bow strokes.
The results of the study also show that bow acceleration is a parameter of
major inﬂuence to characterize the diﬀerent ways of bowing. This comes in complement to acoustic studies on the violin, notably by A. Askenfelt [1] and K.
Guettler [5], having already demonstrated the inﬂuence of bow acceleration values on the establishments of a Helmhotz regime. It will be interesting to relate
the diﬀerent bowing styles to the number of nominal periods elapsing before
Helmholtz triggering occurs, as described in [5].

7

Conclusion and Perspectives

Our goal was to study three diﬀerent bow strokes, Détaché, Martelé and Spiccato, based on gesture data. After considering basic features based on velocity
and acceleration curves, we found that amax and amin provided a pertinent
parameterization of these bow strokes. In particular, these parameters enable
the recognition of bow stroke types (even in the case of two diﬀerent players). When considering a higher number of classes including dynamics, we noted
typical confusions, consistent with perceptual point of views of violin players
and listeners. In summary, our gesture analysis was based on two complementary approaches: recognition and gesture parameterization. Recognition allows
us to relate gesture data to music notation, while continuous parameterization of bow strokes could be related to continuous sound characteristics. The
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detailed relationship between gesture data and sound parameters will be the
object of a future study. Moreover, we will investigate other type of parameterizations of the velocity and acceleration that should account for ﬁner characterization of bow strokes. Other parameters such as bow force on strings,
pointed by acoustic studies as an inﬂuential parameter on sound, will also be
considered.
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